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INTRODUCTION 

Econoler was mandated by the World Bank to provide technical expertise in identifying measurement 

and verification (M&V) issues and options regarding energy efficiency projects implemented in 

medium and large industrial enterprises. 

This report was prepared after we had received the results and findings of the second survey by the 

Chinese third-party verifiers in May 2013 and we had completed a second mission in Beijing in July 

2013. This report presents an overview of international experience and the lessons learned in the area 

of energy savings M&V by focusing on the issues and information needs identified by the survey. It 

also includes a review of the M&V protocols and guidelines followed practitioners of projects and 

programs savings evaluation in various contexts and particularly M&V of private projects (customer or 

ESCO-based), the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), the European Union Emission Trading 

Scheme (EU-ETS) and the white certificate that is currently implemented in a few European countries. 

Additionally, a number of recommendations are made regarding the M&V options which should be 

implemented in medium and larger industrial enterprises in China.  

Other information collected for the pre-mission report and covering utility-based Demand Side 

Management (DSM) M&V is presented Appendix 1. Energy tracking indicators used for ISO 50001 are 

described in Appendix 2. 
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1 VARIOUS CONTEXTS FOR USING M&V OR ENERGY 
PERFORMANCE TRACKING 

Due to the international oil price shocks that kept driving petroleum product prices upward since the 

late 1980s, promoting energy efficiency among industrial enterprises and large energy users has 

increasingly become a major item on the governments’ and facility owners’ agendas.  

Industrial enterprises and building owners reacted by starting to consider implementing energy 

efficiency projects in their facilities. In the early years, the vast majority of projects were carried out 

using a traditional construction approach: first, engineering firms conducted energy audits at facilities; 

then, a design phase followed (drawings, specifications, and bidding); and finally, energy-efficient 

technologies and control systems were implemented. At that time, there were very few such projects 

that involved conducting a formal savings M&V process. 

In the early 1980s, the emergence of two types of energy efficiency initiative increased the demand for 

energy savings M&V:  

› An ESCO industry1 

› Design and implementation of the first wave of EE programs  

Since the ESCO business model included a guarantee of achieved savings, it was necessary to 

incorporate into each project a formal M&V process involving measurement activities and reporting. In 

the first years of the nascent ESCO industry, each individual ESCO created its own internal M&V 

method for determining savings. Therefore, there was a lack of uniformity, transparency and ultimately 

accuracy in the results reported. In the mid-1990s, policy-makers and the ESCO community had 

sensed the need for developing uniform M&V methods, which eventually led to the development of the 

International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) and the ASHRAE 14 

Guideline. 

At the same time, governments and utilities started to create incentive programs to promote energy 

efficiency, which was the start of energy efficiency program implementation. Those programs were 

implemented by governments, energy agencies, and non-profit organizations of utilities.  

A new term emerged to designate utility-managed energy efficiency programs as DSM activities. The 

term “Demand Side Management” (DSM) was coined at an emergency meeting attended by senior 

managers of Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in 1983 in 

Chicago.2 The abbreviation “DSM” has been used to designate any initiative or program designed to 

reduce energy usage on the consumer side of the utility meters. The opposite term of DSM is Source 

Side Management (SSM), which focuses on the planning of energy generation and distribution. We 

will use “energy efficiency program” in this document to refer to initiatives launched by utilities, 

governments or energy efficiency agencies. 

                                                
1
 Econoler was created in the very first wave of ESCO creation in North America through a public-private partnership 

between Hydro-Québec, an electricity utility, and an engineering firm. 
2
 “The Rediscovery of Demand Side Management,” The Brattle Group, 2012.  
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Whatever name was used to designate them (EE programs or DSM programs), the energy 

consumption reduction and demand impact reduction methods applied were similar, and M&V was 

used as one of many techniques to establish the real savings of those programs3.  

The first programs were quite simple in design and consisted of awareness initiatives, distribution of 

energy efficiency devices or financial support for energy-efficient equipment or energy audits. 

California was the first US state to prepare a formal evaluation protocol to evaluate the impact of EE 

programs in order to justify the ever larger sums invested year after year in programs. California’s 

current EE program evaluation protocol is still being widely referenced and used by different utilities in 

the USA. It is a reference for utilities in other countries as well.  

Besides the ESCO industry and EE program managers (utilities, energy efficiency agencies, etc.), 

governments also became interested in tracking the progress of energy efficiency in their countries 

and introduced regulations or voluntary protocols to investigate and analyze the energy consumption 

characteristics of their various industrial sectors.  

This was mainly accomplished through surveys carried out by national statistics bodies or research 

centers. The indicators were based on a limited set of information such as the total annual energy 

usage, production units (units produced, tons of products, litres) or the monetary value of 

manufactured products, usually reported in constant dollars of a reference year. Although these 

should not be considered as typical M&V activities, their approaches were widely used to track a 

country’s progress towards a more efficient economy. They at least involved collecting billed energy 

data (which was based on metered energy usage data) from industrial sites to calculate the energy 

indices. 

Industrial enterprise owners also decided to implement internal energy usage monitoring systems 

targeting production process systems in their facilities as management tools. These have existed for 

the last 25 years under different names including Energy Management System (EMS), Energy 

Management Information System (EMIS) and Monitoring and Tracking System (M&T).  

These practices were later standardized and incorporated as requirements into different standards or 

guidelines including ISO 50001 and the Superior Energy Performance (SEP) plant certification 

system. These activities are not straightforward M&V activities because their objective is to track the 

energy performance of an industrial enterprise against targets. But the energy data collected through 

these activities can often be used to determine a site’s savings.  

Measurement at the site can capture the effect of energy efficiency initiatives that are not normally 

measured by measure isolation (individual EE measure) M&V protocols. For instance, activities such 

as training, operation optimization, and improvement in maintenance practices can help an industrial 

enterprise improve its performance, but are difficult and even impossible to measure using measure 

isolation approaches (Options A and B of IMPVP, for instance).  

                                                
3
 Besides M&V, program evaluation also uses statistical methods to analyze a large quantity of customer bills to identify 

savings. In other projects, engineering calculations are used without measurement in the field. 
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In many industries, there is a clear relationship between certain key operation factors (e.g., production 

and weather) and energy usage. So, information from the monitoring systems can be used to perform 

M&V activities on implemented EE projects using Option C (the whole building) of the IMPVP. 

However, it should be noted that, in the industrial sector, Option C is not always a viable option for 

measuring energy savings, considering the large quantity of variables that affect the energy usage. 

Another field that requires conducting M&V activities is the various ETS, such as European cap-and-

trade agreements, the CDM, the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), the National Appropriate Mitigation 

Action (NAMA) scheme, as well as the newly introduced Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR)4 

initiative. Most of these schemes rely on a series of standardized methodologies for establishing the 

quantity of the emissions reductions.  

For example, to implement the CDM, a comprehensive process was put in place to allow market 

stakeholders to participate in the development of methodologies5 for small and large projects. These 

methodologies were initially developed for single project emissions reduction evaluations. For energy 

efficiency projects (the CDM also included other projects besides energy efficiency), the 

methodologies incorporated a series of energy savings M&V operations that were very similar to those 

found in the IPMVP or other single-project M&V protocols. The methodologies describe how energy 

savings calculations are used to determine emissions reductions through the application of 

appropriate emission factors.  

In addition to the existing single-project scheme, in the most recent years, a new approach designated 

as Program of Activity (PoA) was introduced to allow programmatic activity. This has made it possible 

to design CDM programs in which energy efficiency could be achieved at different sites under an 

umbrella program without having to determine in advance the exact locations of the individual projects 

that will be included throughout the program lifetime. As the first step of these programs’ emissions 

reduction calculation methodologies, a program evaluation of the energy reduction impact (which is 

similar to that done in EE program evaluation) is usually performed. As the second step, the energy 

savings were converted into emissions reductions.  

Econoler participated in this first round of methodology development as a contractor of the UNFCCC 

CDM methodology panel. Our specialists were involved in the development of the small-scale 

methodology for lighting products (AMS-II.J Demand Side Activities for efficient lighting technologies).6 

It is worth noting that some European countries have introduced a white certificate scheme which 

allows trading energy savings certificates. These schemes also need to establish standardized 

methods for conducting M&V or assessing projects submitted by participants. 

                                                
4
 Partnership for Market Readiness Website: http://www.thepmr.org/ 

5
 UNFCCC Clean Development Mechanism Methodologies: http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/index.html 

6
 AMS-II.J webpage: http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/DB/5RMYBVTQ83H9CJA99M2392TSNO9IUJ 

http://www.thepmr.org/
http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/index.html
http://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/DB/5RMYBVTQ83H9CJA99M2392TSNO9IUJ
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Table 1 summarizes the spectrum of energy savings M&V applications that can be found in the 

international market.  

Table 1: Spectrum of M&V Activities for Determining Energy Savings  

Context of Utilization Description Examples of M&V Protocol or Guidelines 

Individual energy 
efficiency project M&V 

Protocols or guidelines for 
evaluating energy savings for a 
single energy efficiency project 
implemented in an industrial 
enterprise or building (e.g., a 
project implemented by an 
ESCO). This could be based on 
a measure-isolation approach or 
a whole-facility approach. 

IPMVP 

ASHRAE Guideline 14 

Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) 

Australia’s the M&V Operational Guide 

Fides Mexico M&V Guide 

ClubS2E (France - Energy efficiency 
stakeholders) 

EE program evaluation Protocols or guidelines for 
evaluating real energy savings 
generated by EE programs. The 
program evaluation includes 
several components, one of them 
being the energy savings impact 
evaluation. Different evaluation 
techniques may be used to 
demonstrate the savings 
achieved. Performing M&V on a 
sample of or all the projects 
included in the program is one of 
them. 

The California Evaluation Framework, 2004 

California Energy Efficiency Evaluation 
Protocol, 2006 

National Energy Efficiency Evaluation, M&V 
Standard, USA LBL 

Model Energy Efficiency Program Impact 
Evaluation Guide, US EPA 

Evaluation and Monitoring for the EU directive 
on Energy End-Use Efficiency and Energy 
Service, Intelligent Energy Europe, 2009 

prEN 15900 Energy Efficiency Services 
(Europe) 

Energy Efficiency Program Impact Evaluation 
Guide, U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE), 
SEE Action program, 2012 

Arkansas EM&V protocol 

Common Statewide Energy Efficiency 
Reporting Guidelines (not M&V per se but an 
integration of different states’ savings; may be 
of interest to such a large country as China)  

There are many other protocols and guidelines, 
which though share similar basic concepts and 
principles, are adapted to specific contexts of 
individual jurisdictions. 

Nationwide/region-wide 
tracking of trends in 
energy use indices or 
energy intensity 

Procedures for calculating 
energy intensity performed by 
government ministries, statistical 
agencies or research institutions.  

 

Could be voluntary initiatives or 
government regulation to collect 
energy consumption information. 

 

CIPEC program, the Canadian government 
(voluntary) 

Dutch Long-term Agreements (LTAs) 
(voluntary) 

Since many countries track these indicators, 
there are many more examples. 
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Context of Utilization Description Examples of M&V Protocol or Guidelines 

EMS for organizations Energy management processes 
and procedures implemented in 
an organization to monitor 
energy performance. The energy 
performance indicators (EnPIs) 
can be based on energy units or 
on other units (e.g., COP for 
chillers). They can track overall 
site indicators or only some 
specific equipment energy 
usage. 

The energy measurement 
system is only one component of 
a larger long-term initiative in a 
facility or organization. 

In some organizations, the data 
collected and organized within 
the framework of the EMS can be 
used to conduct M&V of energy 
savings. 

ISO 50001 Energy Management System 
(Global) 

EN16001- Energy Management Standard 
(Europe) 

Superior Energy Performance (USA) 

Climate Change – 
Emission Trading 
Scheme; Monitoring, 
Reporting, Verification 
(MRV) 

Protocols for measuring 
emissions reductions. Often 
included as part of an ETS. 

For energy efficiency projects 
submitted as part of the ETS 
scheme, there is always an M&V 
component to calculate energy 
savings. These savings are then 
converted into emission 
reductions. 

 

World Resource Institute (WRI), 2003 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol, World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development. 

European Union methodologies (EU-ETS) 

Western Climate Initiative (WCI) 

New Zealand ETS 

US Northeast and Mid-Atlantic State Regional 
Greenhouse Initiative (RGGI) 

California ETS (Cal ETS) 

Australia “Clean Energy Future” Carbon Pricing 
Mechanism 

Tokyo Cap-and-Trade Program (Tokyo C&T) 

Energy Efficiency 
Certificate Exchange 
(White Certificates) 

Protocol for measuring energy 
efficiency achieved by individual 
projects or programs. They are 
used in the context of white 
certificate schemes. 

Italian White Certificate Scheme 

French White Certificate scheme 

UK Energy Efficiency Commitment scheme 

In this second version of the report, we will mainly focus on the types of M&V that are more relevant to 

meeting China’s immediate needs, including individual project M&V, as well as MRV in the context of 

emission trading schemes and white certificate (energy-saving certificates) trading. Section 4.4 

describes the industrial energy indicators that can be considered when defining and developing 

national indices.  

The information collected in the first phase of the mandate about M&V related to EE program 

evaluation is presented in Appendix I; the sections covering M&V integrated into EMSs are contained 

in Appendix II.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_Emission_Reduction_Target
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2 INDIVIDUAL PROJECT M&V 

Project-based M&V involves applying M&V techniques to determine the savings of an individual 

energy efficiency project. A few widely recognized and several regional protocols are available to 

provide guidance on the design, planning and implementation of M&V activities.  

In addition to protocol-compliant activities, certain projects involve M&V that does not necessarily 

comply with any protocol, depending on the context in which the projects are carried out. Non-

compliant M&V simply means that the level of rigor used for the activity is below the requirements of 

any established protocol. Although the acronym “M&V” in its most accurate sense is intended to imply 

field measurement of energy savings, this term is currently being overused to refer to activities which 

involve no measurement at all, thereby creating increasing confusion in the market. This is the case, 

for instance, with some utilities’ evaluation guidelines, in which “M&V” refers to engineering calculation 

methods (engineering formulas and assumed value as input). 

The most widely used M&V protocol is the IPMVP. Other notable protocols include the ASHRAE 

Guideline 14 and the Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP). Based on the IPMVP, some 

entities, such as the Government of Australia, the Government of Mexico, the Club S2E7 and many 

others, have developed guidelines, operation guides or examples of M&V plans adapted to their local 

situations and circumstances or for the purpose of providing a kind of simplified, more accessible 

guidance to practitioners. Information on each of these protocols can be found in Appendix III.  

Some international initiatives are currently being undertaken to develop a set of harmonized 

international standards for M&V or practical tools for the implementation of protocol-compliant M&V 

activities. The most important ones are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 

ISO TC 257 

The scope of this technical committee is to standardize M&V for energy efficiency projects. Its task 

force consists of four working groups whose missions are respectively the following:  

› Definition of a methodological framework applicable to calculation and reporting of energy 

savings.  

› General methods for energy efficiency and savings calculation for countries, regions or cities.  

› General technical rules for measurement, calculation and verification of energy savings of 

projects.  

› Joint TC 257-TC 242 WG: General methods for energy efficiency and savings calculation for 

organizations and other enterprises.  

As of July 2013 when we released the present report, the ISO TC 257 had not published any public 

document. ISO standards to be released in the future should be taken into account when developing 

the Chinese M&V scheme.  

                                                
7
 French association of ESCO companies. http://www.ifs2e.com/html/page-

pdf.asp?pdf=Guide_S2E_MESURE_19_14012009.pdf 

http://www.ifs2e.com/html/page-pdf.asp?pdf=Guide_S2E_MESURE_19_14012009.pdf
http://www.ifs2e.com/html/page-pdf.asp?pdf=Guide_S2E_MESURE_19_14012009.pdf
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New South Wales Government M&V Operational Guidelines 

In December 2012, the New South Wales (NSW) Government published a series of documents to 

bridge the gap between the IPMVP (which is a generic protocol) and the more detailed operational 

guidelines and templates that can be used by practitioners in the field to perform M&V more efficiently. 

The M&V Operational Guide – Best Practice M&V Processes represents a consolidation of the 

experience of many stakeholders in the field of M&V with their attempts to translate the key concepts 

of the IPMVP into practical guidelines for the successful implementation of M&V projects. 

A planning guide was also published to help practitioners with planning, which is a highly critical stage 

of any M&V activity. Excel spreadsheets were also made available to provide a support tool during the 

planning process. This guide can serve as an example to illustrate the kind of guide that is derived 

from the IPMVP with some adjustments made to address local conditions. Several similar examples of 

such guides have been prepared and disseminated by various organizations around the world. 

2.1 OPERATION AND INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS M&V 

Various institutions can be involved in controlling and executing individual M&V projects; the design of 

the M&V process and template documents (e.g., M&V plans) may vary greatly depending on the 

jurisdiction. Therefore, within the scope of the present report, we will focus on discussing how the 

IPMVP is managed and implemented internationally, considering that the other protocols (such as 

ASHRAE 14 and FEMP) are used more extensively in the USA rather than elsewhere in the world. 
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2.1.1 Authorities: Role and Power 

The international authoritative body that oversees the development and evolution of the IPMVP is a 

non-profit institution, the Efficiency Valuation Organization (EVO), with participation from M&V 

practitioners in many countries. The EVO is currently considering opening a new venture named 

EvoXchange  in Beijing.  

A committee comprised of volunteers from around the world is involved in revising the protocol, which 

has been updated annually over the last few years, sometimes by including relevant annexes to 

accommodate regional variations.  

2.1.2 Existing Methodologies 

In general, M&V protocols do not provide templates for specific EE measures, though they usually 

provide some examples of application. 

Although the IPMVP has been used in thousands of projects around the world over the years, there 

has not been any collection of internationally recognized M&V plan templates assembled so that they 

can be used repeatedly. Some institutions like the New South Wales Government and the Lawrence 

Berkeley Labs had made efforts to develop a limited number of templates for specific measures. So 

there have been a wide variety of applications of these M&V protocols in the world, but there has not 

been any attempt made to create a database of the best practices based on all the efforts made to 

date. 

Within the EVO, there is no committee that is currently working on the development of M&V templates 

for specific energy conservation measures (ECMs). Nevertheless, the IPMVP can be used as the 

basic structure and procedure for developing a series of templates because this protocol has 

incorporated years of experience of the best international experts in the field of M&V. This could be an 

option for China to consider when implementing the large-scale EE regulation recently introduced. 

2.1.3 Control Procedures  

The control procedures for applying the IPMVP vary widely, depending on the context in which this 

protocol is used and whether or not the M&V is mandated by existing government or utility programs.   

M&V plans for individual energy efficiency projects are usually developed by engineering firms, energy 

specialists or ESCOs’ internal personnel. Since M&V plans are quite often developed for individual 

projects and may contain strategic information and data of a confidential nature, they are generally not 

disclosed publicly. As a result, few examples of completed M&V plans and reports can be found in 

publicly accessible literature. However, some examples of M&V plans and reports based on the 

IPMVP are available on the EVO webpage.8 

                                                
8
 http://www.evo-world.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=347&Itemid=371&lang=en 
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Engineering firms that perform EE verification are often selected and paid by customers when projects 

are developed and implemented on a private-contract basis.   

As for ESCO projects, the M&V process can be carried out by either the ESCO itself (and usually 

verified/challenged by an M&V specialist hired by the ESCO customer) or an independent third-party 

energy specialist either jointly selected by the ESCO and the customer or selected from a pool of 

qualified specialists. The M&V cost is absorbed as part of project implementation cost and is repaid by 

the energy savings generated by the project.  

Some EE programs providing subsidies to end-users also use the IPMVP as a guide for their M&V 

processes or provide further instructions on how the IPMVP should be interpreted to help participants 

conduct M&V properly so that they qualify for subsidies. Following are some examples showing how 

those programs ensure that the M&V is properly carried out. 

› Hydro-Québec’s Industrial Program, Canada: For this program, a pool of engineers who are staff 

of Hydro-Québec, the state-owned utility’s EE program management group review and 

challenge M&V plans proposed by organizations (the utility’s customers that participate in the EE 

programs). The M&V plans should be modified by the proposing participants until considered 

satisfactory according to the utility’s level of rigor. Most of the engineers working on the utility’s 

M&V team have obtained their CMVP certification, but it is not a formal requirement of the 

program. The project proponent engineers who prepare M&V plans and implement M&V do not 

have to be CMVP certified because their work is ultimately approved by a CMVP engineer from 

the utility. 

› Ontario’s “SAVEONENERGY” Retrofit Program, Canada: This program requires the project 

proponent to develop M&V procedures that, in addition to being in general compliance with the 

IPMVP, should meet some specific requirements established for individual types of measure. A 

series of EE measures (Table 2) have been defined with two levels of rigor for the M&V, 

depending on the project size and expected savings. This is an interesting example illustrating 

how IPMVP can be applied to specific measures differently according to the quantity of savings 

or their complexity. This type of approach would help maintain a balance between cost and the 

level of rigor expected from the M&V process.  

Table 2: “SAVEONENERGY” Retrofit Program – M&V Procedures  
by Custom Measure Type 

Custom Measure Type 
M&V Procedure 

‘Basic’ ‘Enhanced’ 

Lighting Retrofit LR-B LR-E 

Equipment Replacement ER-E ER-E 

HVAC Re-Design HVAC-E HVAC-E 

Variable Speed Drives (VSDs) VSD-B BSD-E 

Building Envelope BE-B BE-E 
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Custom Measure Type 
M&V Procedure 

‘Basic’ ‘Enhanced’ 

Building Automation Systems (BAS) BAS-B BAS-E 

Lighting Controls LC-B LC-E 

Sub Metering SM-E SM-E 

Deep Lake Water Cooling DLWC-E CLWC-E 

Ground Source Heat Pumps GSHP-E GSHP-E 

Other Custom Measures OCM-E OCM-E 

Power Conditioning Devices PCD-E PCD-E 

Elevator Retrofit ELR-E ELR-E 

Elevator Controls ELC-E ELC-E 

› Energy Law in Geneva, Switzerland: This set of regulations obliges large electricity-consumers 

to manage their consumption. Of the three proposed compliance approaches, two involve M&V 

using the IPMVP to quantify the electricity savings. SIG, the local utility, has created a program 

which offers IPMVP training and energy saving subsidies to help consumers comply with the 

law. SIG is currently developing an online M&V tool aimed at facilitating M&V by a standardized 

process. This software is not ready yet, and there is no guarantee that this project will surely 

yield successful outcomes because this tool will be applied in a relatively smaller market. 

However, the idea of creating an online platform for constructing and maintaining a national 

database of completed M&V activities is definitely interesting and could be further evaluated and 

experimented in China. 

2.1.4 Qualification Rules for Verifiers 

There is one training and certification program that supports the diffusion of the IPMVP around the 

world. Sponsored by the EVO and the Association of Energy Engineers, the Certified Measurement 

and Verification Professional (CMVP) program ensures that engineers and technicians who have 

successfully completed the program command a strong level of IPMVP knowledge. 

The ultimate decision on whether or not to require the participation of a CMVP specialist in a project 

rests with the stakeholders’ (program managers, ESCOs, and facility owners) involved in the project. 

Some utility-based programs require participation by a CMVP specialist while others will just 

recommend this option or provide an additional financial incentive if M&V is supervised by a CMVP. 
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3 US DOE INITIATIVE FOR PROJECT/PROGRAM EM&V 

The Uniform Methods Project (UMP) for Determining Energy Efficiency Program Savings is a US 

DOE project. Currently, the project’s framework and a set of M&V protocols for individual EE 

projects and programs are being developed. The first set of protocols was published in April 2013. 

The final set of measures is currently under development. The UMP protocols were reviewed by 

industry experts to make sure that they reflect market reality to the greatest extent possible. 

The protocols include methods for calculating gross energy savings for a number of common EE 

measures and comprehensive information about performing impact evaluation at the program 

level. These protocols are based on the IPMVP, as well as the existing evaluation, measurement, 

and verification (EM&V) documents developed by the US DOE and other important organizations 

in this field, such as ASHRAE. The essential difference between M&V and program evaluation 

resides in the scope of activity: M&V is often simply project-based while program-based 

evaluation covers a large number of individual projects (which requires considering a series of 

interactive effects).  

The standardized EE measures protocols available to date are listed in the following table. The 

evaluation protocols are measure-specific (Table 3) while other protocol documents cover 

cross-cutting topics (Table 5).  

Table 3: UMP Evaluation Protocols 

Evaluation Protocols 

Commercial and Industrial Lighting  

Commercial and Industrial Lighting Controls  

Small Commercial and Residential Unitary and Split System HVAC Cooling 
Equipment-Efficiency Upgrade  

Residential Furnaces and Boilers  

Residential Lighting  

Refrigerator Recycling  

Whole-Building Retrofit with Billing Analysis  

Table 4: UMP Cross-Cutting Protocols 

Protocols 

Metering Cross-Cutting  

Peak Demand and Time-Differentiated Energy Savings Cross-Cutting  

Sample Design Cross-Cutting  

Survey Design and Implementation Cross-Cutting Protocols for Estimating 
Gross Savings  

Assessing Persistence and Other Evaluation Issues Cross-Cutting Protocols 
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4 M&V IN THE CONTEXT OF EMISSION REDUCTIONS OR 
ENERGY SAVINGS TRADING SCHEMES 

The various emission reductions and energy savings trading schemes (ERESTS) determine the level 

of emission reductions or energy savings9 associated with a project (e.g., EU-ETS, CDM and white 

certificates) or with a program (e.g., PoA CDM) by using standardized methodologies or custom 

methodologies that have been approved by a technical body. The process used to quantify the 

savings is designated as MRV in the context of emission trading schemes. MRV usually includes 

some form of M&V when the project considered deals with energy efficiency. For white certificate 

schemes, the term M&V is used even for impact evaluation methodologies where no measurement is 

required. So the term “measurement” does not necessarily entail metering activities. 

It must also be mentioned that most of the methodologies of various greenhouse gases (GHG) 

emission trading schemes have been developed for measures other than energy efficiency, since 

there are other means to reduce emissions, for example, by using renewable energy, reducing 

methane emissions or fluorinated compound emissions. 

A significant portion of the emission reductions scheme methodologies is devoted to the calculation of 

emission factors, which is usually not required for energy efficiency M&V. The M&V portion of the 

emission reduction methodologies is used to determine the level of energy savings. There are close 

similarities between the M&V techniques used in energy efficiency projects (with several of them 

complying with IPMVP guidelines) and those used for emission reduction scheme MRV. 

The table below summarizes the similarities. 

Table 5: Comparison of Single EE Project M&V and Carbon Emission Reduction Scheme MRV  

Emission Reduction Example of ETS 
Protocols Whose EE M&V Portion  
Could Be Incorporated into MRV 

Single-site project CDM traditional project IPMVP, ASHRAE 14, FEMP 

Multi-site projects PoA CDM Any EE program impact evaluation protocol 

Both top-down and bottom-up approaches can be followed to develop MRV methodologies for 

ERESTSs. When following a top-down approach, a methodology committee develops the 

methodologies to evaluate the emission reductions and/or the energy savings. This committee is 

usually composed of experts. If needed, external experts can help the committee develop the 

methodologies.  

When following a bottom-up approach, participants of the trading scheme may propose the evaluation 

methodology they want to use. Each methodology must be validated and approved by the evaluation 

committee. 

                                                
9
 If the project concern Energy Efficiency measures.  
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In CDM and white certificate schemes, both kinds of approach can be followed depending on the type 

of project. If a methodology has already been approved or developed by the evaluation committee, 

participants would be more interested in using it than developing another methodology which would 

require additional cost and time.  

4.1 CDM SCHEME 

The CDM is one of the flexibility mechanisms created under the Kyoto Protocol to support the 

implementation of emission reduction projects in less developed countries and the purchase of 

certified emission reduction (CER) by the so-called Appendix 1 developed countries. 

It serves as an interesting example of a scheme that includes standardized methodologies for M&V of 

ECMs (among others) that can be combined with emission factors to determine emission reductions 

associated with projects registered under the scheme. 

4.1.1 Authorities: Role and Power 

The Executive Committee of the CDM oversees scheme operation. In CDM wording, the M&V portion 

is designated as the MRV. Most of those activities are performed by the methodology committee while 

the executive committee defines the general framework for the acceptable projects, rules and MRV 

process.  

The executive committee is also responsible for the accreditation of Designated Operational Entities 

(DOE), which are third-party verifiers in charge of ensuring that acceptable projects are submitted 

according to the scheme’s eligibility criteria. A DOE can be suspended if the executive committee 

decides after an inspection that it has not properly assessed some projects and has recommended 

accepting projects that should not have been deemed acceptable. This was the case with the firm 

DNV, whose accreditation was suspended between November 2008 and February 2009 after a 

dissatisfactory inspection. The CDM Accreditation Panel provides recommendations to the executive 

board for the accreditation or suspension of DOEs. 

The executive committee is also responsible for approving methodologies. It receives input and 

recommendations from the CDM Methodology Panel (CDM-MP), but it has the final authority on 

accepting the methodologies. 
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The participating bodies are presented in the following figure.  

 

Figure 1: CDM Participating Bodies 

4.1.2 Methodologies 

Some of the CDM methodologies were developed for EE project MRV. However, they do not account 

for the bulk of the approved methodologies, since only less than 2 percent of the total GHG certified 

emission reduction in this scheme comes from EE projects. Other types of measure more widely used 

include renewable energy, landfill gas recovery, fluorinated compound emission reduction and direct 

CO2 emission reduction by various industrial projects. So far, a total of 89 methodologies, 21 

consolidated methodologies and 88 small-scale project methodologies have been approved under the 

CDM scheme.  

Following are some examples of large-scale EE methodologies: 

› AM0017  Steam efficiency improvements by replacing steam traps and returning 

condensate 

› AM0018  Baseline methodology for steam optimization systems 

› AM0020  Baseline methodology for water pumping efficiency improvements 

› AM0044  Energy efficiency improvement projects – boiler rehabilitation or replacement in 

industrial and district heating sectors 

› AM0046  Distribution of efficient light bulbs to households 

Once approved, each of these methodologies can be reused for other projects, which means they 

become generic measures pre-approved by the methodology panel of the CDM. However, as far as 

EE is concerned, large-scale projects usually combine several smaller EE measures into a single 

project, which means that the methodology becomes tailored to a specific site. There are some 

exceptions, such as NM0314, which focuses on a single measure that can be applied to other projects 

whose objective is limited to replacing an existing fossil fuel boiler. 
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Small-scale methodologies are simplified procedures applicable to smaller sized emission reduction 

projects. Only a limited number among the 88 methodologies target energy efficiency measures. 

Following are some examples: 

› AMS-II.C. Demand-side energy efficiency activities for specific technologies 

› AMS-II.D. EE and fuel switching measures for industrial facilities 

› AMS-II.E. EE and fuel switching measures for buildings 

› AMS-II.F. EE and fuel switching measures for agricultural facilities and activities 

› AMS-II.G. EE measures in thermal applications of non-renewable biomass 

› AMS-II.H. EE measures through centralization of utility provisions of an industrial facility 

› AMS-II.J. Demand-side activities for efficient lighting technologies 

› AMS-II.L. Demand-side activities for efficient outdoor and street lighting  

› AMS-II.M. Demand-side energy efficiency activities for installation of low-flow hot water 

savings devices 

› AMS-II.N. Demand-side energy efficiency activities for installation of energy efficient 

lighting and/or controls in buildings 

› AMS-II.O. Dissemination of energy efficient household appliances 

› AMS-II.P. Energy efficient pump-set for agriculture use 

There are two approaches to developing and approving methodologies: top-down and bottom-up. 

Following the top-down approach, some methodologies are directly prepared by the methodology 

panel since they are considered important and representative of replicable measures. In this case, the 

process for creating a methodology is entirely driven by the CDM methodology panel. The 

methodology panel consists of a group of experts and a roster of specialists in different fields 

associated with carbon emission reductions. A small group of specialists (either internal or on the 

roster) will work on the methodology and will provide it on the CDM website.  

For instance, Econoler was involved as a consulting expert on the roster of the methodology panel to 

support the development of several small-scale methodologies mentioned above. AMS-II.J., for 

instance, targets CFL lamps and is intended to be used in the context of an EE program which 

involves replicating the same measure at various sites. These program-based measures are quite 

different from other large-scale or small-scale methodologies, because they do not require that the site 

for measure installation be predetermined when the project document is submitted for registration. 

This approach offers flexibility for registering programs whose participants will be recruited over the 

program life. These methodologies serve as good examples of the kind of procedure oriented towards 

simple technologies and can provide insights and inspirations for future methodologies to be 

developed in China.  
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The methodologies are subject to an ongoing public review process, in which stakeholders can make 

comments on the proposed methodology. The methodology panel will then review the comments and 

decide whether they need to be taken into consideration. The methodology panel then makes 

recommendations to the executive board for acceptance regarding the revised methodology, where 

applicable.  

The bottom-up approach to methodology development provides the scheme with much flexibility, but 

makes the methodology panel’s activities more complex. Besides the top-down approach to 

methodology development, the CDM also allows participants to submit new methodologies to the 

methodology panel for consideration and acceptance. Technically, a proposed methodology must be 

first sent to a DOE, which will perform a preliminary check of completeness before sending it to the 

methodology panel. However, the DOE has no authority to comment on the validity, content or 

approach of the methodology proposed, because this is a prerogative of the methodology panel.  

The two approaches are presented in the following figure.  

 

Figure 2: Bottom-Up and Top-Down Approaches 

One advantage offered by the bottom-up approach is that submitted projects reflect what the market 

considers as the most advantageous projects for the CDM, rather than what the methodology 

committee considers as important. So, it is a more market-oriented approach than a directive top-

down one. 

On the other hand, one of the disadvantages of the bottom-up approach is that several methodologies 

slightly different from one another can be submitted over a certain period  for review, which makes the 

approval process cumbersome and requires more resources on the methodology panel and from 

participants. In fact, from time to time, the methodology panel has to merge a series of approved 
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methodologies into a single, more generic one to make them more flexible and better adapted to a 

wider range of projects. This could result in a very effective final methodology, but there will be a 

significant amount of redundant efforts involved in creating a single consolidated methodology. 

On the negative side of methodology development, the CDM has received much criticism about its 

cumbersome process, lengthy wait times for methodology approval, project review and registration 

requiring high transaction costs.  

Figure 3 shows that at the end of 2009, the average registration time for submitted project peaked at 

900 days for each project, which was very long. It was not uncommon for submitted methodologies to 

go through a series of submissions to the methodology panel before getting to the approval stage.  

 

Figure 3: Wait Time for CDM Project Registration 

Experience with the CDM methodology development process has shown that it is important to 

maintain a balance between methodology complexity and robustness and the time and effort required 

to develop and implement them in real projects. 

4.1.3 Accreditation procedure 

The executive board and CDM-Accreditation Panel (CDM-AP) are the main bodies in charge of the 

accreditation procedure.  

The executive board designates DOEs (third-party verifiers) after receiving a recommendation from 

the CDM-AP and revokes a DOE’s designation in case of non-compliance with the program rules. 

After receiving applications, the CDM-Accreditation Panel coordinates with the Accreditation Team 

(AT) and the AT visits the candidates at their sites to assess their capacities and operations. Then, 

CDM-AP and AT will make decisions on accreditation or suspension of accreditation and forward their 

recommendations to the executive board.  
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Figure 4: CDM Accreditation Procedure 

4.1.4 Control Procedures  

Usually, a DOE performs either project validation before project registration or the verification and 

certification of actual emission reductions after project implementation. The CDM executive board may 

approve, if requested, that the same DOE performs all activities related to a project. For a small-scale 

project, a DOE can perform both validation and verification. 

During project registration, the DOEs are the third-party entities in charge of ensuring that projects are 

reviewed and conform to the methodologies and the CDM rules before being submitted to the CDM 

executive committee (CDM-EB). The DOE makes a recommendation to the CDM-EB for project 

approval and the CDM-EB will rule on this recommendation. The project then appears in the CDM 

project registry.  

The executive board, with support of the methodology panel (CDM-MP), issues various documents, 

clarification notes, procedure examples to help project participants and DOEs understand how to 

interpret the various CDM rules. Each DOE develops its own in-house verification plans for projects to 

apply those rules and verification activities. These plans are not publicly disclosed because they are 

proprietary information. The accreditation panel will send auditors from time to time to visit the DOEs 

to review their internal procedures. 

The executive committee can decide to put a project through a public review process if they think that 

the project submitted could be controversial. Any stakeholder can make comments during the public 

review process and the executive board, with support of the methodology panel, will review and make 

a decision on the comments received. 
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The CDM-EB has published a CDM validation and verification manual, which contains a checklist of 

items that must be covered for each project to ensure that it follows all the CDM rules.  

The CDM-AP may perform spot-checking on DOE operations. If a DOE is found to have made any 

mistake in applying the approved methodologies, the CDM-AP may issue requests for revision to have 

the deviations corrected. 

4.1.5 Qualification Rules for Verifiers 

Any entity interested in becoming a DOE has to apply to the CDM accreditation panel. The panel will 

work closely with the CDM assessment team (CDM-AT) to verify if the entity has all the skills and 

procedures to be accredited. The CDM-AP has the authority to grant, suspend or withdraw a DOE’s 

authorization. The CDM-AP makes recommendations to the CDM executive board, which has the final 

authority for designating a DOE. 

The criteria for the accreditation include: 

› Must be a legal entity; 

› Sufficient skilled resources; 

› Financial stability; 

› Insurance; 

› Procedures for operation, responsibility, complaint treatment; 

› A management structure responsible for DOE duty execution; and  

› No judicial process. 

The CDM-EB maintains quality control on the work executed by DOEs and provides constructive 

feedback to DOEs. It also maintains a record of non-compliance by DOEs and can take actions to 

suspend a DOE if it fails to correct the situation. 

There are over 40 DOEs operating in the CDM market. Eleven DOEs have been withdrawn over the 

years. 

4.1.6 Communication Between DOEs 

The executive board has established a forum (AE/DOE forum) for communication between the board 

and the DOEs. There is no formal mechanism for communication between DOEs. 

4.2 MRV IN EU-ETS 

The European Emissions Trading System is a cap-and-trade program to reduce the GHG emissions in 

the industrial sector. Currently, the program is in its third phase, which just started on January 1, 2013. 

As the system evolves through the phases, the MRV rules have become more stringent.  
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Each industrial enterprise has a maximum GHG emissions level, namely the “cap” allowed per year. 

The monitoring, reporting and verification rules have been set by the European Commission in the 

EU-ETS Directive. The commission has adopted guidelines to harmonize the approach among the 31 

countries involved in EU-ETS. 

The program is divided in two parts, with each one having its own guidance documentation on an 

annual basis: one part guided by the monitoring and reporting regulation (MRR) and the other part 

guided by the accreditation and verification regulation (AVR). 

4.2.1 Authorities: Role and Power 

The following figure shows the respective responsibilities of the authorities and the participants (called 

operators). 

 
Reference: European Commission, Guidance Document, The Monitoring and Reporting Regulation –  
General guidance for installations, 2012. 

Figure 5: Interactions among Operators, the Authorities and the Verifier  

This scheme maintains the highest level of control over the overall MRR process. Participants are 

responsible for hiring a verifier and provide it with all the relevant information. The competent 

authorities are responsible for activities which contribute significantly to ensuring that the goal set by 

the cap is reached. The competent authorities have to supervise participant compliance by: 

› Approving each monitoring plan before its application 

› Carrying out inspections at the facilities 

› Checking on the annual emission reports 
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Finally, the verifier carries out the various activities required by the AVR to verify the implementation of 

the monitoring plan. The verifier must conduct site visits at the operator’s facility on one or more 

appropriate occasions during the verification.  

4.2.2 Methodologies 

Each participant must report the total combined emissions of all its facilities.  

The MRR allows participants to choose monitoring methodologies from the following categories: 

› Calculation-based approaches: Measurement is required to apply for the two options—standard 

methodology and mass balance.  

› Measurement-based approaches: Continuous Emission Measurement Systems are used to 

monitor emission sources of different sizes.  

› Methodology not based on tiers (“fall-back approach”): This is an alternative monitoring 

methodology. A very broad set of methodologies for monitoring have been defined in the 

previous phases of ETS. A system based on tiers (One level of established requirements used 

for determining activity data is called a tier) is used to calculate the emissions. Nevertheless 

under specific circumstances, applying the tier system is not technically feasible or can lead to 

high MR costs. So the fall-back approach can be used, and another methodology is proposed to 

the competent authorities for validation in an attempt to replace the existing one under MRR.  

› A Combination of the above approaches. 

Moreover, simplified approaches are allowed for industrial enterprises with low emissions and simple 

installations.  

The choice of methodology needs the approval of the competent authorities and such approval is 

usually given implicitly as part of the monitoring plan approval. One of the main issues encountered by 

the competent authorities in validation is either double-counting or data gaps that may be caused by 

the chosen methodology.  

As required by the MRR, the monitoring plan must be updated to truthfully reflect the current state and 

functionality of the industrial installations.  

Monitoring plan templates have been developed for standardized reporting and monitoring quality 

improvement. They include one tab for each important element of the monitoring plan: the operator 

and installation identification, installation description, methodologies and management control.  
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4.2.3 Verification process 

The verification process is carried out internally by each industrial enterprise. A comprehensive 

internal system is required for an enterprise to participate in EU-ETS. The following figure shows the 

steps involved in the EU-ETS verification process. Once this process is completed internally, an 

external verifier conducts final verification of the annual emission report. 

 

Reference: European Commission, Guidance Document, The Accreditation and  
Verification Regulation – Explanatory Guidance, 2012. 

Figure 6: EU-ETS Verification Process 

The EU-ETS approach, as illustrated in the figure above, strictly requires its participants to establish a 

sound internal verification structure to help avoid issues with incorrect emission savings reports.  

4.2.4 Control Procedures  

Control is ensured by the division of responsibilities, as shown in Section 4.2.1. Also, the MRR 

requires participants to set up an internal control system to avoid errors while reporting emissions. 

The independent status of the verifier ensures an impartial verification process. 
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4.2.5 Qualification Rules for Verifiers 

For verifier accreditation, the National Accreditation Body (NAB) conducts an independent assessment 

regarding whether a verifier has the competence and ability to carry out verification. Once the 

accreditation has been granted, a verifier is continuously monitored by the NAB through annual 

surveillance and a reassessment when required.  

Within its internal organization, a verifier is required to ensure continued training and regularly 

evaluate the performance of staff involved in verification.  

As a necessary step in the accreditation process, the NAB must visit the premises of a verifier being 

assessed. To ensure impartial accreditation decisions, the decisions are made by people other than 

the assessment team that has visited the premises of a verifier candidate. Several requirements and 

conditions defined in the accreditation and verification regulations are expected to help the NAB 

conduct verifier assessment successfully. Three administrative measures can be imposed on verifiers 

if they fail the assessment, namely suspension, accreditation certificate withdrawal and accreditation 

scope reduction.  

NABs also have to meet requirements set out in the AVR. Their competence is verified by the 

European Cooperation for Accreditation (EA). NABs are required to take corrective actions if their 

evaluation is not successful.  

4.3 M&V IN WHITE CERTIFICATE SCHEMES IN EUROPE 

White certificates (WC) are tradable certificates representing energy savings, typically in kWh or MWh; 

in some cases, they are also expressed in tons of CO2 reduced by energy efficiency projects. In North 

America, they are known as energy savings certificates and in the United Kingdom, as energy 

efficiency obligations.  

M&V is a key parameter in developing an effective tradable certificate mechanism in the field of 

energy efficiency applied in end-use sectors. A balance should be sought between the robustness and 

reliability of energy savings and practicality and cost-effectiveness of verification.  

Encouraged by the EU Directive on Energy End-Use Efficiency and Energy Services, the European 

white certificate schemes were developed in 2006. In UK, the policy mix developed since 2002 has 

offered a basis for the development of this mechanism. Currently, seven countries are using the white 

certificates mechanism in Europe, including Belgium (Flanders Region), France, Italy, the UK, Ireland, 

Denmark and Poland (which just joined). 
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4.3.1 Authorities: Role and Power 

Under the European WC schemes, energy savings targets are mandatory for the following market 

actors: energy retailers and/or distributors. Usually, certification of energy savings is issued by 

independent certifying bodies, which are public bodies in charge of confirming claims by market actors 

about energy savings associated with energy efficiency projects or measures implemented.  

The public bodies in charge of the obligations and the white certificate scheme are either the regulator, 

as in Italy (by the AEEG, which is the Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas) and the UK 

(by the OFGEM, which is the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets) or the government, as in France 

(with the ADEME, the French Environment and Energy Management Agency) and Flanders.  

In France, another public body is responsible for white certificates validation: the High Council for 

Energy. In the other countries, only one public body is in charge of the whole process.  

4.3.2 Methodologies 

This section compares the various M&V methodologies in the established white certificate markets, 

where mandatory energy reduction targets have been established. The white certificate scheme M&V 

approaches presented below are from some European Union member states because their 

methodologies for EE measures are well described and show a wide range of different methodology 

approaches.  

The mandatory targets can be stated in primary energy, final energy or CO2 emission reductions. Also, 

the targets can be annual or cumulative throughout a compliance period. In the UK and France, the 

energy savings are cumulative and consequently, the energy efficiency measures are considered over 

their technical lifetime. Long technical lifetimes can result in overestimating of the energy savings, but 

fixing the same lifetime for all measures could penalize long-lifetime measures. In Italy, the lifetime of 

the energy efficiency measure is fixed to 5 years and in Denmark and Flanders, only the first year of 

energy savings counts toward the target.  

Several approaches are used to measure, verify and then certify energy savings. The approaches are 

generally designed by each country or state.  

Two types of verification are used to evaluate and certify the amount of savings, namely ex-post and 

ex-ante. The verification process involves, in both cases, due submission of the necessary 

documentation to the public body in charge of the project verification.  

 Ex-ante verification methodologies cannot be called M&V methodologies because several of these do 

not involve conducting measurement during the validation process. Conservative hypotheses are used 

in doing engineering calculations to estimate the savings and this is a method often referred to as 

“deemed savings” in EE program evaluation terminology. The ex-post methodology involves making 

verification (and in some cases, measurement) before and after implementation of the EE measure. 

On the other hand, the ex-ante approach implies the attribution of a pre-determined energy savings. In 
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this case, project and administrative documents are completed before the savings occur and 

consequently, no in-situ measurement is required.  

An ex-post methodology is more expensive but more accurate than the ex-ante approach. An ex-ante 

approach requires standardizing savings value using hypotheses which prevent taking into account 

some characteristics influencing the white certificate value. An ex-post evaluation is considered for 

projects which do not allow applying an ex-ante methodology to EE measures, i.e. for which 

standardization is not possible or a pre-determined methodology does not exist.  

In general, an ex-post methodology is on large energy savings projects involving industrial or large 

commercial facilities or innovative technology. Usually, projects with low energy savings are verified 

with deemed or standard savings. The selection of a verification methodology is influenced by the 

available documentation, the project size, the M&V cost and the stage of project implementation.  

Whichever of these two approaches is used, a baseline is required to allow comparing energy use 

situation before implementing the ECM with that after the implementation. The energy savings are 

calculated by subtracting the baseline energy consumption from the post-implementation energy 

consumption.  

The challenges in defining an accurate baseline are related to determining the system boundary, the 

risk minimization, the cost and the practicality. To take into account these challenges, several 

evaluation methods are used to determine the energy baseline in an energy reduction project to obtain 

white certificates in Europe, as summarized below: 

1 Present regulation: The energy efficiency project must go beyond the current regulation. 

2 Sales average and performance of the most commonly used appliances in the market. 

3 Average consumption of installed stock. Only applicable to retrofit projects. 

4 Existing building stock characteristics. 

5 Measurement of the baseline. 

The most common baseline approaches used for white certificates in Europe are the second and third 

points above.  

Four main types of verification methodology being are used in Europe to certify energy savings in 

white certificate schemes: 

› Deemed savings: This approach follows using an ex-ante methodology. For mature technology, 

standardized savings are attributed. The methodology can take into account defaults for free 

riding, delivery mechanisms and persistence. The standardized savings shall be updated 

according to the evolution of the baseline. Nevertheless, in general, the modifications do not 

affect the previously certified savings.  
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- In the UK, the obliged party which develops innovative energy efficiency measures can 
receive an uplift (more savings attributed) for developing a new methodology. 

- Usually, standard values are established by the public body in charge of certification. 

- This is the dominant verification methodology in the UK, Italy and France.  

› Engineering calculation: This method is only utilized in Denmark, where it is the dominant 

approach. The obliged party must demonstrate the savings by using conventional engineering 

calculations based on self-declared operation conditions of the equipment (hours of operation, 

set-points etc.) and then, the public body validates the demonstration and the savings. 

› Engineering approach: This methodology was developed in Italy and it combines M&V ex-ante 

and ex-post methods. Some parameters are pre-defined and others are measured in-situ. More 

precise than the deemed savings or the engineering calculation approach, this approach 

requires less reporting documentation than the case-by-case approval. Specific evaluation is 

defined by project type, including CHP, district heating, inverter application on big hydraulic 

systems and energy recovery for natural gas decompression.  

› Meter baseline method or case-by-case approval: The savings are certified annually based on 

project documentation submitted by the project developer. The monitoring plans or M&V plans 

must be submitted for pre-approval to the public body in charge of energy savings verification. 

The criteria for developing the M&V plan have to be pre-determined to facilitate the validation. 

On-site measurement before and after project implementation is required. The methodology 

takes into account variable conditions (weather, occupancy, production level, etc.). This 

methodology is better adapted to large projects, due to the high cost of verifying and certifying 

the energy savings. The major concern regarding the verification procedure implemented by the 

public body is the amount of resources required to validate every project. This method is the one 

that is the most similar to the IPMVP in terms of overall implementation philosophy. 

Also, Denmark is the only European country where purely behavioural energy saving measures can 

be certified. Despite this opportunity, due to high transaction costs, white certificates of exclusively 

behavioural measures have not been issued in Denmark.  In Italy and in the UK, these energy saving 

measures can be partially taken into account.  

Also, the deemed savings approach, which requires much effort for its development, is usually 

developed by other public bodies or associations other than the one in charge of the validation. In 

France, the ATEE (Technical Association Energy Environment) collaborates with the ADEME in 

developing the methodologies for deemed savings. In the UK, the DEFRA (Department for 

Environment Food & Rural Affairs) has developed standardized savings approaches applicable to 

diverse measures and these approaches are receiving support from the BRE (Building Research 

Establishment) and the EST (Energy Saving Trust’s) together with the Office of Gas and Electricity 

Market (OFGEM). 
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The discount factor represents deterioration of the energy savings over the lifetime of energy 

efficiency measures. The annual energy savings are adjusted according to various life spans and 

expected reduction of performance of the measures. In France, the discount factor is 4 percent. In 

other countries, there is no discount factor on energy savings. Nevertheless, in the UK, the financial 

savings are discounted at 3.5 percent.  

Several M&V methodologies for validating the white certificates have taken into account the policy 

factor. This factor applies to deemed savings or engineering methods and takes into consideration 

their interactions with country’s other existing regulations governing energy efficiency that can affect 

the baseline definition (e.g., Italy and Belgium). In the UK, the obliged party additionally has to 

demonstrate that there is no interaction with other policies in their implemented energy efficiency 

schemes. 

4.3.3 Control Procedures  

In each country, stricter M&V is performed for a sample of projects to assess the accuracy of the 

standardized energy saving value. In this case, M&V is not an expense to be covered by the obliged 

party and is paid by the policy-maker. In each country, statistically significant samples or spot checks 

with visits by independent experts and questionnaires are used to verify and control end-user 

satisfaction and the performance of energy efficiency measures.  

The procedures are adapted to each country’s situation to ensure effective performance. In the UK 

and France, the public bodies in charge of verification do not apply stringent control over the obliged 

parties. Nonetheless, in the UK, severe sanctions are imposed in case of failure in respecting the 

rules.  

In the five countries where white certificate schemes are used, the obligated parties can be penalized 

if they do not comply. Legal conditions are set in the regulation governing white certificates. In 

Denmark, the UK and Italy, the penalties are not pre-defined. In France and Flanders, the penalties 

are calculated based on MWh not certified.  

4.3.4 Qualification Rules for Verifiers 

Verification involves due submission of the necessary documentation to the public body in charge of 

project verification. The public body in charge of verification communicates the results of the 

verification to the body in charge of certification. Verifiers in European white certificate schemes are 

regulatory authorities. Consequently, no specific qualifications are required for these organizations.  

In the Italian scheme, verification is carried out by controlling detailed project-related documentation 

prepared by interested parties according to a pre-defined reporting format and sent to the AEEG and 

conducting random on-site audits at customers’ premises. If an energy distributor uses innovative 

measures, it must present independent verification data provided by a body that is qualified to assess 

energy savings.  
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4.4 INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY INDICES 

Usually, tracking national energy intensity trends in the industrial sector (or in sub-sectors) is not 

considered part of M&V because such tracking uses different data collection techniques such as 

national surveys of targeted industrial plants. The indices are generally created from limited 

information, including the annual energy usage of the plant and its total throughput (in financial terms 

or in units produced). However, because the annual energy usage of the enterprises is measured 

through utility meters, there is a form of measurement involved. 

National statistics incorporate both natural energy savings (savings that would take place naturally as 

old technologies are replaced by more efficient ones at the end of their life) and energy savings 

resulting from national policies or energy efficiency programs. It is thus impossible to evaluate the 

impact of the sums invested in EE programs and initiatives simply by analyzing changes in those 

plant-level indices. 

In addition to national statistics, several countries have voluntary initiatives to encourage industrial 

enterprises to benchmark their various energy intensities. Two examples are provided below. 

Dutch LTAs  

From 1989 to 2000, the first Dutch LTAs used energy intensity per industrial sector as their EnPI. 

Thirty LTAs were written during this period, with each corresponding to a different industrial sector. 

Before LTA was contracted, an inventory of the energy-conserving possibilities in a sector was drawn 

up under the supervision of a consulting firm. To compare the reporting period energy consumption to 

the baseline consumption, the forecast method was applied, meaning that the actual primary energy 

consumption in a specific year was weighed against the energy that would have been needed in that 

year if no change in the aggregate specific energy consumption had occurred since the base year of 

1989. Each company was responsible for collecting data about its own energy consumption and the 

reference energy consumption for a specific year. A third party then aggregated the results by sector.  

Canadian CIPEC Program 

The CIPEC voluntary program encourages energy efficiency in industry and includes benchmarking 

activities for 25 industrial sub-sectors.10The program issues an annual report on trends in the industrial 

energy consumption index, as illustrated in the following figure. 

                                                
10

 CIPEC Sector Task Force web page: http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/opportunities/12035 

http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/industrial/opportunities/12035
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Source: CIPEC 2012 Annual report 

Figure 7: 2012 Energy Intensity Index for the Foundry Sector  

The International Energy Agency’s Work on Energy Efficiency Indicators 

In 2009, the International Energy Agency succeeded in developing some of the most thorough 

analyses and suggestions for industrial energy usage indicators. The Agency surveyed and reviewed 

how energy efficiency indices had been constructed in the past in various countries and came up with 

recommendations on a set of indicators for some major industrial sectors including:  

› Iron and steel 

› Chemical and petrochemical 

› Non-metallic minerals 

› Pulp and paper 

› Non-ferrous metals 

These industrial enterprises account for 67 percent of the total final-end energy use by the industrial 

sector in the world in 2004. The IEA’s objective was to develop indices on a national scale without 

necessarily providing tools to benchmark enterprises within a given economy. It has been found that 

industrial energy indices are quite different from those used in other sectors because industrial energy 

usage is less dependent on weather, geography, consumer behaviour or income levels. This IEA 

initiative was quite different from the previous work done in 1997 and 2004, in which industrial energy 

indices were based on energy usage per unit of added value output. 

The IEA has recognized that the indicators proposed are often constrained by the data available, and 

recommended improvement of the proposed indicators. The IEA’s objective was to achieve a balance 

between the rigor in indices development and the availability and accuracy of available data. This may 
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suggest that China could develop more accurate indicators if industrial enterprises are required to 

disclose a wider range of information at a more detailed level. In some countries, such information is 

considered confidential or cannot be exchanged between competitive companies due to anti-trust laws 

which limit its access unless its disclosure is required by government or legal orders. 

The main problems associated with developing industrial energy efficiency indicators is 1) data quality, 

2) energy usage and energy flow definition, and 3) boundaries associated with indicator preparation. 

There is also an issue with the rules for allocating the energy consumed. Allocation issues include 

elements such as the upstream energy usage (on the supply side), combined heat and power (CHP) 

or downstream energy recovery which could improve a plant’s overall efficiency.   

With increasing globalization in the industrial sectors, a company can easily outsource some of its 

activities that require much energy or produce a great amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

Outsourcing or moving manufacturing or production operations to another country or region can cause 

significant differences in materials and energy flow among individual plants. The IEA has decided to 

include energy consumed upstream for electricity generation as part of the indices, instead of 

including them in the electricity sector (which is the current practice followed by the IEA for 

establishing other statistics). 

Other elements can make it a complex activity to compare indices between industrial enterprises. 

Such elements may include the origin and quality of resources (raw materials), production scale, age 

of the production line used and the type of output produced by the enterprise. The IEA has found that 

technology type and resource quality are among the factors that coincide the most with the energy 

usage. Studies by the IEA have shown that better data is required for steel and iron, chemical and 

petrochemical and pulp and paper industries, all of which are large energy-consuming segments of the 

industrial sector. Since China is the largest iron and steel producer, this is definitely an issue that 

deserves to be closely looked at when developing reliable indicators for the country. 

On the one hand, the basic concept of industrial production is almost the same around the world, 

which is a positive factor in developing a worldwide-relevant indicator for an industrial sub-sector. On 

the other hand, several local and regional factors may create significant differences among the final 

indices developed due to differences in the types of raw material used, individual variations in the 

process equipment and types of final product. 

Energy Efficiency Indices Proposed for the Iron and Steel Sector 

The following major factors regarding the Chinese iron and steel sector warrant special attention: 

› Production process: Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) and Electric Arc Furnace (EAF). This is the 

most important factor. 

› Types of finished steel product. 

› Variability in feedstock quality. 

› Availability of scrap steel as feedstock. 

› The energy and material commodity flow. 
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After the analysis, four energy use indicators have been developed for the iron and steel sector: 

› Total primary and final energy use per tonne of crude steel (including finishing) 

› Total primary and final energy use per tonne of BOF steel production 

› Total final energy use per tonne of DRI (split gas and coal based process) 

› Total primary and final energy use per tonne of EAF steel production 

The work performed by the IEA has identified the most important issues to be considered when 

developing industrial energy efficiency indices and they should be closely reviewed by the Chinese 

authorities when developing their own schemes. 
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5 M&V COSTS 

This section provides some rules of thumb regarding M&V costs. 

Individual Projects 

M&V costs for single energy efficiency project are highly variable according to the type of option used 

(IPMVP Options A to D), the duration of the pre- and post-installation measurement campaigns, the 

type and accuracy of meters (e.g., steam meters are much more expensive than electric ones), the 

data collection process and equipment, the complexity of the project, the statistical or engineering 

methods used for the calculation of savings, etc. It is thus impossible to have very precise figures; cost 

evaluations are done for each project based on the objectives of the parties involved in the project.  

As suggested by an IPMVP general guideline, M&V cost should not exceed 10 percent of the annual 

energy savings. Generally speaking, based on international experience, this is a quite comfortable 

limit and is almost never reached.  

A common rule of thumb followed by the ESCO industry is that M&V for a given project costs around 

3–5 percent of the annual savings associated with the project. 

This rule holds true only for projects of a certain size, because M&V could represent a significant 

portion of program implementation for small projects. For example, in 2010, Econoler performed a 

mandate for Hydro-Québec to test M&V activities using fast field deployment measurement panels 

with real-time transmission of metered energy to a home-office analyst. The aim was to test the 

feasibility of streamlining M&V processes for medium-size to small industrial energy efficiency 

projects. This project demonstrated that it was possible to substantially reduce the cost of M&V using 

streamlined templates and fast deployment metering systems, but M&V activities still cost almost 

10 percent of the annual savings of small-investment projects. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our recommendations are based on the best practices that we have discussed in this report and the 

conclusions drawn from the missions that we have completed. Thanks to the findings of the survey 

conducted about third-party verifiers, the recommendations that we have formulated can address 

some of the important issues identified.  

6.1 M&V PROTOCOL AND STANDARDS 

6.1.1 IPMVP and Future ISO References 

The current IPMVP represents a body of collective experience that has been gathered and developed 

over the past 25 years in a diverse range of contexts, circumstances and situations. Rich in content 

and highly informative, it is a document that illustrates the most robust and sound principles for M&V 

and their scope and application are universal. So, it is recommended that the Chinese authorities view 

and use the IPMVP as a set of high-level references, rather than developing an entirely new M&V 

protocol for the Chinese market, which could only result in duplication of efforts already made and 

prevent Chinese experts from reaping benefits from international achievements in M&V protocol 

development. Although the Chinese new protocol is based on IPMVP, probably it will have to be 

adapted to the current Chinese circumstances and situation and some elements from the IPMVP 

could be removed because they would not be needed now. However, this could create problems in the 

future if M&V is needed in a different context that is covered by the portions of the IPMVP removed 

from the Chinese standard.    

It is recommended that protocol documents be translated into Chinese and technical information 

specific to the Chinese context be incorporated in the protocol’s appendices, including measurement 

equipment standards or the national standards for M&V. This methodology has already been used by 

other industrialized countries.    

Adopting the IPMVP as a reference should not become a limiting or restraining factor because it just 

provides an overall framework for developing M&V activities. China can develop application guides 

tailored to its various situations (such as ESCO, subsidies programs, program evaluation, etc.) to 

provide further directions to end users.  

When ISO TC 257 publishes its standards on M&V, it will be necessary to assess them to decide how 

they complement the IPMVP and if they can become an additional reference to China’s regulations 

and application documents. The CNIS standards should be compliant with them. 

China’s national standards on M&V that are currently being developed could make specific references 

to the IPMVP whenever required and to future ISO requirements. The national standards could 

become a document that interprets the wide scope of the IPMVP and provides directions on which of 

the many options proposed in the IPMVP should be chosen for specific types of project in China. 
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6.1.2 Fiscal Program M&V rules 

M&V plan and annual M&V report templates and application guideline documents should be 

developed in compliance with the CNIS standards and general IPMVP best practices.  

A comprehensive guide and several case studies should also be included in the set of documents to 

define the M&V rules to be followed within the fiscal program. In this way, the kind of ambiguity 

identified in the survey could be effectively resolved. The guide should include sections on the 

interpretations of the standards and a glossary to define terms. 

As a first component of the upcoming M&V support program, we recommend creating an online 

platform which is to provide the main M&V templates. In addition, this platform could be used to feed 

automatically a project registry following approval of the energy savings by the competent authorities. 

To deal with the inadequate competencies of some third-party verifiers and the divergent opinions of 

the qualified ones, clear explanations are required regarding how to treat some situations like 

outsourcing of energy intensive activities (purchasing commodities interim products) or combined heat 

and power systems. Some case studies illustrating the best practices to handle such situations should 

be developed.  

Also, the rules could include the possibility of improving the industrial sectorial indicators (e.g., 

incorporating the IEA’s work regarding indices). But this needs to be linked with policy-making and 

target-setting. It should be noted that monitoring industrial indices is not considered as M&V based on 

international experience.  

6.2 ORGANIZATION 

To overcome several issues and barriers identified by the national survey among third-party verifiers, 

several committees could be created for the industrial incentive program to streamline the process and 

procedures. Each committee could have its own management purpose, thereby offering a high level of 

consistency to the entire program.  

The following committees could be created: 

› A methodology body to develop/approve the M&V methodologies to be used for the program. It 

could validate methodologies developed by another entity. We recommend inviting external 

experts, who can form a roster of qualified specialists.  

› An accreditation body to accredit the third-party verifiers and control them periodically. In this 

case, a new body could be created or be hosted at NECC, NDRC or any other suitable 

organizations.  

› An independent and permanent executive body to oversee the M&V process and make 

arbitration, if required (because issues may arise from rule interpretation or disagreements 

between end-users and third-party verifiers).  
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One of the issues highlighted by the survey findings was cooperation among third-party verifiers. In 

international schemes, third-party verifiers do not communicate among themselves regularly (because 

they are quite often competitors). There are, however, annual conferences on evaluation and forums 

for specialists to exchange information. For instance, the Association of Energy Service Professional 

(AESP) plays this role in the USA. Its role is purely information exchange and capacity-building and it 

is not involved in developing standards. We recommend creating or supporting existing organizations 

that can foster communication among third-party verifiers in a similar way. 

Guiding principles should be established for consistency, completeness, accuracy, validity, objectivity 

and authenticity. These principles should include clear rules on how the work of third-party verifiers 

should be carried out. Also, the principles should be reviewed by analyzing feedback provided by the 

accreditation body on the work of third-party verifiers.  

The accreditation body should perform close monitoring on the work of third-party verifiers, particularly 

when negative comments on their work have been reported to the executive committee by end-users 

(or by others third-party verifiers with complaints about bad practices). The accreditation body should 

take penalizing actions if required.  

We recommend that the organizational structure include sample project verification on an annual basis 

to help identify and curb fraudulent behavior. A verification process similar to the one of white 

certificates scheme should include site visits, monitoring and documentation review. Following is a 

discussion of some main issues. 

6.3 BUDGET FOR M&V 

To ensure the robustness of the fiscal program and any future trading program, a realistic budget 

should be allocated to individual-project M&V so that verifiers have enough time to provide meaningful 

input and verification work.  

6.4 TRAINING 

Training programs should be developed to increase the awareness about M&V at various levels. 

Currently, end-users do not know enough about M&V processes. Training for engineering firms that 

can support end-users is also necessary. The Certified Measurement and Verification Professional 

(CMVP) scheme is currently being disseminated in China and it could be helpful if ties can be 

developed with the EVO to develop an accreditation body that would be essentially adapted to the 

Chinese situation but is compliant with the international certification scheme. 

With regard to accredited third-party verifiers, the methodology committee should organize seminars 

and workshops to make detailed presentations about the various methodologies allowed by the 

program.  
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6.5 TECHNICAL ISSUES 

Several recommendations are presented in this section about technical issues related to M&V.  

6.5.1 M&V Plan 

M&V plan delivery made before the start of the project should be mandatory if any interested 

customers intend to be qualified to participate in the fiscal program. Although this is part of the 

program’s current rules, it is not being enforced consistently. End-users may agree to install meters 

but later refuse to install them and still receive subsidies, nevertheless. M&V plan submission and 

compliance to the submitted M&V plan should be a prerequisite for fiscal incentive approval.  

6.5.2 M&V Option  

Options A and B that promote EE measure isolation (individual measure) are probably the most 

appropriate for the fiscal incentive program. However, they do not allow capturing “soft” measures, 

such as plant-wide optimization. 

Overall Plant measurement (Option C) may be used in some cases to capture all the savings realized 

by an industrial enterprise. However, statistical regression techniques, which are widely used to 

establish the baseline energy usage equation, are more difficult to develop in an industrial situation 

than with buildings. In some cases, it is impossible to establish a clear relationship between the 

multiple factors affecting energy usage and a plant’s total consumption and demand.  

Calibrated simulation under Option C is not recommended for industrial savings evaluation due to its 

complexity. In general, there is no widely recognized simulation software that can handle the diversity 

of process encountered and has been tested for its ability to deliver precise estimates.  Also, no 

international scheme uses Option D in the industrial sector. 

6.5.3 Baseline 

Currently, the concepts of baseline readjustment and baseline scenarios are not well defined. The 

fiscal program’s M&V rules should include clear definitions of what should be the baseline and how to 

establish it. These concepts should be explained in the case studies included in the guide.  

The use of M&V Options A and B, recommended in Section 6.5.2, would help reduce uncertainty due 

to baseline definition. 

6.5.4 Uncertainty 

We must recognize that full uncertainty quantification is difficult. M&V usually quantifies meter 

precision, sampling accuracy and regression statistics precision, which are the three main factors of 

uncertainties that can be quantified easily. ASHRAE 17 was rejected in part due to its focus on 

uncertainties quantification which often results in recommendations too complex to apply on actual 

projects. 
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6.6 VERIFIER CERTIFICATION 

They used to be training programs for the verification personnel under the fiscal program. However, 

the M&V system in China is still under construction. Detailed qualifications for verifiers still need to be 

determined. Once the M&V rules have been developed, requirements for verifiers must be also 

defined.   

We recommend that accreditation be implemented for individuals working within organizations as well 

as for organizations. Also, we recommend including a certification system like the CMVP, which 

requires a university or college degree and/or proven experience to accredit individual staff members 

working for third-party verifiers. 

Since CMVP certification reflects an international recognized program, we recommend exploring the 

opportunities for establishing a certification board to be handled by Chinese individuals but that 

maintaining ties with the EVO to ensure that certification granted in China will be recognized 

internationally. Ties with the EVO will also ensure that a “train-the-trainer” program led by the most 

knowledgeable international and national experts in this field could be developed and that the resulting 

training offerings will not only focus on the limited scope of a fiscal program and could be replaced by 

a trading program in the future.   

Verifier certification should be checked during the course of a project. Currently, nonqualified people 

can go on site to perform verification work. The verifier should sign a site visit declaration which must 

include its accreditation number. The declaration should also include its name, the date and the site 

address.  

In case of a false declaration, the organization hiring the verifier should be excluded or suspended 

from the fiscal program.    
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APPENDIX I -  
M&V IN THE CONTEXT OF EE PROGRAM EVALUATION 

Savings evaluation in the context of EE program evaluations is another context in which M&V activities 

are routinely used. Program evaluation is normally divided into specific components including: 

› Process evaluation: Program delivery efficiency. 

› Market evaluation: Effect of program in the market. 

› Impact evaluation: Energy (and sometimes demand savings) associated with the program.  

› Cost-effectiveness evaluation: Analysis of cost vs. savings, which will ultimately confirm whether 

the program is sound and should be pursued or not. 

The impact evaluation is the only component, which allows M&V activities to be incorporated into 

energy savings assessment. 

Several program impact evaluation protocols exist and are used by utilities, consultants and electricity 

regulation agencies around the world to measure the efficiency and technical impact of DSM 

programs. These protocols can sometimes refer directly to other protocols like the International 

Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) when discussing M&V activities in a 

sample of projects. In some EE program evaluation protocols, in addition to the references made to 

the IPMVP, supplementary guidelines are provided on how EE programs should be handled in 

situations specific to a utility, state, region or country.  

It is important to make the following distinctions about project-based M&V and EE program impact 

evaluation contexts. 

› M&V is one of several possible techniques for EE program impact evaluation. For many 

programs, other approaches to evaluation are used, including statistical billing analyses, site 

visits, engineering methods and deemed savings (see Figure 8).  

› M&V is not necessarily applied to each individual project conducted in a given program. To 

reduce evaluation cost, several programs are evaluated using a stratified sample basis. 

However, some EE program’s design is based on a systematic M&V of each project. This 

scheme is selected when the program designer intends to ensure that financial support for the 

implementation of the energy efficiency project is tied to the quantity of demonstrated savings. 

Programs in which there is no systematic M&V and evaluation is done periodically (typically 

every year, every two years or every three years) on a sample of projects must rely on 

engineering estimates of savings to determine the financial incentive. Therefore, there is no 

guarantee on the program’s real impact. 
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Figure 8: M&V in the Context of Program Evaluation 

Another important characteristic of M&V performed in the context of EE program evaluation is the 

method used to determine the baseline. There are two distinct situations: 

› Retrofit: In this situation, the existing equipment11 replaced by a more efficient model is 

considered as the baseline. In fact, this is equivalent to the approach used by ESCOs and other 

market actors when they evaluate a project’s energy savings outside the EE program context. 

› Lost opportunity: In this context, the existing equipment is considered at the end of its useful life. 

It is a situation where the end-user has no choice but to replace the old equipment with 

something currently offered in the market. For these projects, the baseline selected by program 

evaluator should be the average efficiency of brand-new equipment in the market instead of the 

measured energy usage of the old equipment. The average-efficiency equipment currently 

offered in the market becomes the assumption of the probable choice of a customer who must 

replace the equipment. The savings considered as a direct consequence of the EE program are 

only the incremental savings between the baseline (which is based on current market trends) 

and the efficiency of the equipment installed (which is normally above the market average). 

The difference between the current energy usage and the baseline constitutes the savings; the 

savings will be lower in a lost opportunity situation than in a retrofit. Because of the complexity 

involved in finding the average energy efficiency of equipment currently offered in the market, some 

program managers may decide to conduct M&V evaluation of all the projects using a retrofit scenario 

approach (measurement of the existing equipment) while applying an adjustment factor based on 

engineering estimates to simplify the impact evaluation process. This adjustment factor is an 

assumption that is made by the program administrator but can be confirmed or changed by the 

independent evaluator during the evaluation process. The evaluator will use surveys, site visits or 

                                                
11

 “Equipment” is used here as a generic term, but in practice this could also mean building envelope (wall, insulation, etc.) or 
any other component that has an effect on the energy usage of a facility. 
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other methods to determine the proportion of projects in which the equipment is at the end of its useful 

life and will conduct research among manufacturers and vendors to establish the proper baseline. A 

correction factor will be established and applied to the estimated savings registered in the program 

reporting database. 

Determining an appropriate baseline for a lost opportunity situation in an industrial context is 

sometimes quite difficult, especially for large projects involving production line modernization, with 

which it is usually difficult to determine exactly what the customer’s decision will be when the time 

comes to replace production lines or highly specialized equipment at the end of its life. In addition, it is 

not easy to determine the energy consumption of a hypothetical production line, and manufacturers 

often just provide information about the electrical load for electrical distribution wiring, sizing and 

protection and do not include an estimate of energy consumption at different levels of production. 

As far as large industrial projects are concerned, the recent trend in North America is for utilities to 

prefer systematic M&V as part of the program scheme rather than relying on engineering calculations. 

Quite often, customers submit their projects and then see their estimated savings cut in the evaluation 

process (which is never very pleasant for the program administrator), especially when evaluations take 

place several months or even years after completion of individual projects.  

This approach of using systematic M&V increases the cost of M&V for the program but decreases the 

payment of financial incentives for false savings. Examples of this program include Hydro-Québec’s 

Industrial Systems Program12 launched in 2012, the Ontario Power Authority’s Industrial Accelerator 

program13 launched in 2011 and Southern California Edison’s (SCE) Industrial Energy Efficiency 

Program. The Ontario program has gone as far as incorporating a long-term M&V plan (10 years) as 

part of each project implemented, and program participants must agree to a guarantee mechanism 

with the obligation to maintain the level of savings for which incentives are paid for the full contractual 

period. 

In the context of industrial facilities, the M&V component is almost always based on a measure 

isolation approach (similar to IPMVP Options A and B) instead of a whole facility approach (Option C). 

A short- to medium-term measurement campaign is the preferred avenue because of the costs 

involved. Short-term measurement adds an additional level of complexity because some assumptions 

must be made after the measurement campaign to extrapolate the results to a full year of operation of 

the industrial enterprise. 

In some projects, permanent meters are installed to implement an ongoing monitoring system for the 

savings achieved. In this case, there is no problem with extrapolation of the measurement period to 

annual full-year savings because the  measurement is permanent.  

                                                
12

 http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/energy-efficiency/programs/industrial-systems-program/ 
13

 http://www.industrialaccelerator.ca/ 

http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/energy-efficiency/programs/industrial-systems-program/
http://www.industrialaccelerator.ca/
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However, even if some programs require M&V activities for each project submitted to the program, 

there are usually defined levels of rigor (up to 5 levels for some programs) that can be applied for each 

individual project submitted. The level of rigor is selected on a project-by-project basis depending on 

the complexity of the measures implemented, potential variation in the operation profile of the 

industrial enterprise and other criteria.14 

In the context of program evaluation, the M&V component is used to determine the gross savings of 

the program. The program administrator then compares the gross savings to the program tracking 

database system to determine the ratio of real gross savings to estimated savings. In the case of 

programs in which all individual projects have M&V, it is common for these ratios to be high, since the 

energy savings in the program databases are the same as those found by the evaluator (except for a 

small number of projects in which M&V are not conducted properly).  

However, for programs in which financial incentives are paid on the basis of estimated savings (i.e. 

from engineering calculations), this value could be much lower. For instance, the Pacific Gas and 

Electricity Fabrication, Process and Manufacturing contract group program had a realization rate of 

43 percent for one cycle period of their program, meaning that more than half of the subsidies 

provided were not associated with any real savings. Realization rates between 70 and 80 percent are 

not uncommon in industrial energy efficiency projects where M&V is not incorporated on a systematic 

basis during the financial support approval process. 

After calculating the gross savings and the realization rate, the evaluator makes a number of 

adjustments to evaluate market effects including the free ridership, spillover, rebound effect and 

others. Free ridership, for instance, refers to customers who would have purchased and installed the 

high-efficiency technology even without an incentive program; the savings associated with these 

customers cannot be attributed to the program because they would have been achieved anyway. The 

adjustments are applied in an attempt to accurately measure the savings generated by the program as 

compared to a scenario where there would have been no program implemented. 

 

                                                
14

 Benchmarking of North American large industrial energy efficiency programs for Hydro-Québec design of its new industrial 
program, Econoler 2011. 
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APPENDIX II - 
M&V INTEGRATED INTO ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Integrated energy management systems (EMSs) can provide information necessary to perform energy 

savings M&V in an industrial enterprise. There is, however, a fundamental difference between a formal 

M&V protocol and EMSs in industry. In the former, the focus is on determining energy savings, while 

in the latter the focus is on identifying indicators that can be used to track energy usage performance.  

These indicators are not necessarily given in energy units; they could be expressed as a ratio, a direct 

efficiency figure, etc. Therefore, the indicators selected by an industrial enterprise are not direct 

indicators of energy savings. However, in practice, industrial organizations that have sophisticated 

energy tracking systems as part of their EMSs usually have all the information required to perform 

M&V and savings calculations. 

Another major difference between M&V protocols and EMS is that the management cycle is integrated 

in the latter. An M&V protocol generally does not indicate what should be done with the results of 

analyses, while an EMS recommends actions the organization should take if efficiency targets are not 

met. 

The recently published ISO 50001 standard and the Superior Energy Performance Program are 

reviewed below.  

ISO 50001 ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS STANDARD 

The ISO 50001 standard was developed in collaboration with 42 countries and published for the first 

time in 2011. Its objective is to allow organizations to establish systems and processes to improve 

energy performance, including efficiency, usage and consumption. It is expected that its application 

will lead to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and other associated environmental impacts as 

well as energy-related costs. An EMS allows organizations to meet their policy commitments, take 

required actions, improve their energy performance and demonstrate their systems’ compliance with 

the standard.  

The ISO 50001 standard is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) continuous improvement 

methodology and incorporates energy management into the day-to-day activities of the organization. 

Its main steps can be summarized as follows: 

› Plan: Conduct an energy review and define baseline energy consumption, EnPIs, objectives, 

targets and action plans required to obtain results that will improve energy performance in a 

manner consistent with the organization’s energy policy. 

› Do: Implement energy management action plans. 
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› Check: Survey and measure the processes and essential characteristics of the operation that 

determine energy performance as defined in the energy policy and energy goals, and share 

results. 

› Act: Take actions to sustainably and permanently improve energy performance and EMS. 

While ISO 50001 requires organizations to set goals and energy targets, it does not state any absolute 

requirements in terms of energy performance. 

Evaluating Energy Performance 

Energy performance evaluation is based on the concept of EnPIs. Selected by an organization as 

meaningful indicators, EnPIs must give a measure of energy efficiency trends with respect to 

equipment, production lines or the whole plant. They are defined in the energy planning phase of the 

EMS. They can be expressed in numerous ways, such as: 

› Simple measure: e.g., COP of a chiller. 

› Ratio: e.g., BTU of oil consumed per kg of chemical produced. 

› Complex model: e.g., electricity consumption of an industrial enterprise as a function of x1 

(production) and x2 (annual heating degree-days). 

In all cases, a baseline model (values for simple measure and ratio; equation for complex model) is 

obtained for the EnPIs in order to track efficiency improvement after energy efficiency measures have 

been implemented. This baseline must be adjusted: 

› When EnPIs no longer reflect the energy usage and consumption of an organization (e.g., 

production has increased significantly); 

› If major modifications have been applied to processes or energy systems; or 

› At periodic intervals as defined in the energy planning phase. 

EnPIs shall be monitored throughout the duration of the action plan. If changes in the EnPI values do 

not correspond to expectations, corrective measures must be taken. Furthermore, constant monitoring 

and analysis of the causal links between energy drivers (e.g., weather and production rates) can help 

identify abnormal situations. Other essential characteristics of energy performance also require 

surveillance and analysis at regular intervals, such as significant energy uses and other energy review 

output, relevant factors related to significant energy uses, effectiveness of action plans to achieve 

objectives and disparities between real and expected energy consumption. 

The following table compares the energy tracking approaches that are acceptable under the ISO with 

the techniques promoted in the IPMVP protocol for determining individual energy efficiency project 

savings. It should be noted that the aim of the IPMVP is to quantify energy savings, while the goal of 

the ISO is to improve energy efficiency and intensity as well. Therefore, the two procedures are not 

exactly comparable. Here, we focus more on similarities than differences. 
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Table 6: Comparison of Sample EnPI Methods with the IPMVP 

EnPI Method IPMVP Equivalent 

Simple measure (e.g., chiller 
COP) 

Not included in the IPMVP as an option to determine savings. However, 
COP can be used as part of Options A or B to determine energy 
savings. IPMVP M&V calculations will always be combined with an 
estimate or a measurement of operating hours to calculate kWh 
conserved. 

Ratio (BTU/kg) Not recommended by the IPMVP as a tracking indicator of energy 
savings. This is because the regression of energy usage against the 
production factor usually does not intercept at a zero consumption level 
at the origin.  

Thus, this indicator could fluctuate from month to month due to 
variations in the production factor even if no energy efficiency gains or 
losses were observed in the plant. 

Complex model Consistent with Options A, B, C or D of the IPMVP. The post-
implementation period described in the IPMVP is replaced in this case 
by the duration of the energy efficiency planning cycle. 

SUPERIOR ENERGY PERFORMANCE PROGRAM  

Developed by the US DOE and the U.S. Council for Energy-Efficient Manufacturing, the SEP program 

for industrial enterprises is a voluntary, facility-level program geared towards industrial and 

commercial facilities. The industrial portion of the program is undergoing implementation in 2013, 

while commercial facilities will be able to enter the program in 2014. The SEP program uses ISO 

50001 methodology to implement a complete EMS, which involves assessing energy efficiency 

potential and calculating achieved savings. It also contains defined energy savings targets which lead 

to three levels of certification by two different pathways (Table 7 ). 

Table 7: Superior Energy Performance Requirements 

Pathway Requirements Silver Level Gold Platinum 

Energy  Minimum % Improvement 5% 10% 15% 

Performance Maximum Years to Achieve 3 3 3 

Mature Minimum % Improvement 15% 15% 15% 

Energy Maximum Years to achieve 10 10 10 

 
Minimum Best Practice 

Scorecard Points 
35 61 81 
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The main difference between the two pathways is that Mature Energy offers more flexibility in the 

timeframe to achieve the selected level of energy efficiency improvements. But it requires 

implementing energy management best practices, further details of which are available in the SEP 

program documentation. 

Energy Savings Measurements and Calculations 

The SEP program requires energy savings to be measured using a “top-down” approach, which 

means that facility-level improvement must be calculated based on energy consumption data at the 

whole-facility level. In addition, a “bottom-up” methodology (facility-level improvement calculated by 

analyzing individual changes made at the facility) must be used to perform a high-level “sanity check” 

of the top-down result. 

The SEP Energy Performance Indicator (SEnPI) is the ratio of reporting-period energy consumption to 

baseline consumption; one or both of these values is adjusted so that the two consumption amounts 

correspond to consistent conditions. It is calculated for the entire facility using the following equation: 

      
             

            
 

Where 

› BTU*TOT,RptPd is the primary energy use for the reporting period.  

› BTU*TOT,base is the primary energy use for the baseline period.  

› Both values are adjusted to correspond to consistent conditions. 

The primary energy use value is equivalent to energy that has not been subjected to any conversion 

or transformation process. Consequently, fossil fuels and biomass are counted in terms of their higher 

heating value BTU content (with no efficiency adjustment); electricity is converted to primary BTU 

(applying a multiplier that accounts for generation efficiency). Other derived sources (including steam, 

hot water and chilled water) are converted to primary BTUs by applying corresponding multipliers. 

These multipliers are explicitly stated in the SEP program documentation. 

The SEP program defines three acceptable application methods (respectively forecast, backcast and 

standard conditions) for the BTU*TOT values used in the SEnPI calculation. Additionally, a fourth 

application method, which is a combination of two of the primary methods, is allowed.   

The forecast method involves adjusting the baseline-period energy consumption to give an estimate of 

the energy consumption that would have been experienced, considering the reporting-period 

production levels and external factors associated. 

The backcast method requires adjusting the reporting-period consumption in such a way that it is 

equivalent to the baseline-period conditions.  
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The standard conditions method compares the adjusted reporting-period consumption with the 

adjusted baseline-period consumption; both consumption levels are adjusted to an energy 

consumption level that would be expected as a result of a standard set of production levels and 

external factors. In all cases, estimates of adjusted energy consumption levels are the result of a 

modelization (equation) of energy consumption based on statistical analysis of the  consumption data 

for the baseline period. 

The forecast method is thus equivalent to the “avoided energy” approach in the IPMVP while the 

backcast and the standard conditions methods are both covered in the “standardized approach” of the 

IPMVP. Two supplementary conditions for SEP certification are 1) that the validity of models used for 

energy consumption adjustments must be proven by statistical means, and 2) that energy data from 

both baseline and reporting-period must be acquired over a minimum period of 12 months, with 

exceptions made for cases where it can be proven that results have not affected by seasonal or other 

operating patterns that exist over the course of one year. 
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APPENDIX III - 
IPMVP, ASHRAE 15 AND FEMP PROTOCOLS 

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION 
PROTOCOL (IPMVP) 

Developed by a committee of volunteers under an initiative of the US DOE in 1994, the first version of 

this protocol was published in 1996 under the name of North American Energy Measurement and 

Verification Protocol (NEMVP).  

At that time, investments in energy efficiency were low, and program managers were reluctant to 

introduce scaled-up initiatives due to the high level of uncertainty associated with energy savings from 

existing programs. The M&V approaches that then existed were mostly inconsistent, which increased 

the uncertainty of savings calculation. To reduce this uncertainty, an international protocol was 

established to define terminology, processes and the different methods for determining energy or 

water savings of an energy efficiency project. 

Currently in its fourth version, the IPMVP has been translated into 11 languages and is being 

distributed as a free publication throughout the world. Since 2001, the committee in charge of the 

IPMVP has become a non-profit organization, the Efficiency Valuation Organization (EVO), whose aim 

is to improve the protocol’s content and promote its use. 

IPMVP Volume 1 is a support document describing common practices in measurement, calculation 

and monitoring of savings achieved by energy efficiency or water projects at end user facilities (which 

are generally buildings, plants or factories, but can also be public lighting systems, municipal water 

distribution networks, etc.). M&V activities include studies of energy efficiency measures implemented 
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at sites, measurement of the flow of energy or water, identification of independent variables that affect 

energy usage, baseline modelling, savings calculation and reporting. M&V activities carried out by 

adhering to the IPMVP can help ensure establishing conservative, transparent and verifiable savings. 

Volume I presents four acceptable approaches and includes examples for each. It also presents the 

principles of M&V, the structure of an M&V plan, explanations of the project perimeters, the basis for 

adjustments, the monitoring period and the reporting scheme. 

Table 8: The Four Acceptable M&V Approaches of the IPMVP 

Approach Description 

Option A – Retrofit isolation: Key 
parameter measurement 

This approach requires field measurement of key performance parameters 
governing energy systems affected by ECMs. The energy savings are 
calculated using statistical or engineering methods. Input data for 
calculations are provided by field measurements of key parameters before 
and after the retrofit and estimation of other less important parameters. 
These estimates may be based on historical data or on the manufacturer’s 
specifications. 

Option B – Retrofit isolation: 
Measurement of all parameters 

This option is more precise than Option A because all the parameters 
required to calculate energy savings of the ECM have to be measured. This 
usually means measuring power and hours of operation using kilowatt hour 
meters or flow meters for fossil fuels. 

Option C – Whole facility For this approach, energy savings are determined by measuring energy 
consumption for an entire site. Electric, gas meter and utility billing data are 
used to determine the baseline for energy savings calculations. 

Option D – Calibrated simulation This approach involves making a calibrated simulation by using 
professional software and applies to an entire site or sub-site. The software 
models the consumption of the building or facility and calibrated simulations 
are used to determine energy consumption of the targeted systems. A 
calibrated simulation means that the model was compared to real 
measurement data for energy usage of each site either during the baseline 
period or during the follow-up period. 

In the context of China’s project, Options A, B and C can be considered for M&V in individual energy 

efficiency projects. Option D relies on simulation software and, in a great majority of cases, is used 

only for building projects by the international community of energy specialists. 

FEMP M&V GUIDELINES, VERSION 2.2 

The U.S. Energy Policy Act of 1992 and Executive Order 13123 required federal buildings to reduce 

their energy consumption by 2010. Following this policy, the FEMP was launched within the US DOE 

in order to assist federal agencies in reducing the costs of their buildings. To achieve its objective, the 

FEMP encourages the involvement of technical experts and private-sector investments through 

contract performance.  
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Version 2.2 of the FEMP M&V Guidelines was developed to provide methods and specific guidelines 

for the measurement and verification of energy savings achieved through an energy performance 

contract targeting a federal building. Version 3 of the FEMP M&V Guidelines was published in 2008. It 

contains procedures and guidelines for quantifying savings achieved by projects in cogeneration, 

renewable energy, water conservation and energy-efficient equipment.  

This protocol will not be reviewed in detail in this report. Although it is very similar to the IPMVP in that 

it offers the same Options A, B, C and D for savings evaluation, there are actually a few notable 

differences between the IPMVP and the FEMP. The FEMP allows Option A to be carried out with only 

an engineering estimate and without making actual measurement while the IPMVP strictly forbids 

engineering estimates. 

ASHRAE GUIDELINE 14 

The first public version of this guideline was proposed by the ASHRAE in April 2000, following the 

formation of a special committee in 1993. It was developed in order to standardize the calculation of 

savings achieved by ECMs and measures for reducing energy demand. The guideline provides a 

minimum level of requirements for the measurement and verification of energy savings used in 

commercial transactions.  
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Developed by a group of technical experts within the association, this protocol defines the various 

approaches available, as well as required parameters and procedures. An appendix provides 

information on measuring instruments as well as methods for performing the uncertainty analysis and 

regression techniques. Examples are provided for various systems. The guideline is quite 

comprehensive and provides a thorough technical description of M&V. 

ASHRAE Guideline 14 provides three different approaches to calculating savings from an energy 

conservation project. These approaches are described in the following table. 

Table 9: M&V Approaches – ASHRAE Guideline 14  

Approach Description 

Whole Building Approach This approach uses the main energy meter normally installed by the 
electricity, gas, oil or hot water utility. Measures of energy conservation can 
address one or more sub-systems in the building. It is often necessary to 
use billing history to define the baseline. 

Retrofit Isolation Approach This approach uses measuring devices to isolate the energy consumed by 
subsystems affected by the extent of energy conservation. The baseline is 
determined from the observed measurements before installing the ECM. All 
parameters must be measured. 

Whole Building Calibrated 
Simulation Approach 

This method applies to an entire building; computer software is used to 
create a simulation model of consumption and energy demand for the 
building. Parameters affected by ECM are changed in the model to 
increase the accuracy level of energy savings results. 
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Although very well developed, the ASHRAE protocol has never gained extensive popularity among the 

ESCOs or practitioners in the M&V business. This may be partially due to the fact that this protocol 

must be purchased while the IPMVP is free. But anecdotal evidence suggests that the in-depth 

analysis of measurement uncertainty (there is a specific level of maximum uncertainty prescribed for 

each path) is considered too academic and not practical enough for day-to-day M&V activities. The 

ASHRAE guideline is nevertheless referred to from time to time by practitioners who wants to make 

more in-depth statistical analyses than they would under IPMVP.  

In addition, the IPMVP makes a provision for stipulations (hypotheses for some input) and limited 

metering under Option A, whereas ASHRAE requires full metering for all projects (which is equivalent 

to a minimum Option B in the IPMVP). Consequently, the application of the ASHRAE protocol is less 

flexible in situations which require simplified and less costly M&V approaches. 
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